
Revelation 

Revelation 11 

Revelation 11:1-14


1 Then there was given me a measuring rod like a staff; and someone said, “Get up 
and measure the temple of God and the altar, and those who worship in it.  2 “Leave 
out the court which is outside the temple and do not measure it, for it has been given 
to the nations; and they will tread under foot the holy city for forty-two months.  3 “And 
I will grant authority to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy for twelve 
hundred and sixty days, clothed in sackcloth.”  4 These are the two olive trees and 
the two lampstands that stand before the Lord of the earth.  5 And if anyone wants to 
harm them, fire flows out of their mouth and devours their enemies; so if anyone wants 
to harm them, he must be killed in this way.  6 These have the power to shut up the 
sky, so that rain will not fall during the days of their prophesying; and they have power 
over the waters to turn them into blood, and to strike the earth with every plague, as 
often as they desire.  7 When they have finished their testimony, the beast that comes 
up out of the abyss will make war with them, and overcome them and kill them.  8 And 
their dead bodies will lie in the street of the great city which mystically is called Sodom 
and Egypt, where also their Lord was crucified.  9 Those from the peoples and tribes 
and tongues and nations will look at their dead bodies for three and a half days, and 
will not permit their dead bodies to be laid in a tomb.  10 And those who dwell on the 
earth will rejoice over them and celebrate; and they will send gifts to one another, 
because these two prophets tormented those who dwell on the earth.  11 But after the 
three and a half days, the breath of life from God came into them, and they stood on 
their feet; and great fear fell upon those who were watching them.  12 And they heard a 
loud voice from heaven saying to them, “Come up here.” Then they went up into 
heaven in the cloud, and their enemies watched them.  13 And in that hour there was a 
great earthquake, and a tenth of the city fell; seven thousand people were killed in the 
earthquake, and the rest were terrified and gave glory to the God of heaven. 14 The 
second woe is past; behold, the third woe is coming quickly. 


- Verse 3:


• Let’s dive right in and attempt to answer the question that comes to mind when we 
read these verses: Who are the 2 witnesses?  
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- Mounce wrote, “There is little doubt that the witnesses are modeled after Moses 

and Elijah. In the description that follows (vv. 5–6) they have the power, like 
Elijah, to consume their enemies with fire (2 Kgs 1:10ff.) and to shut up the sky 
so that it will not rain (1 Kgs 17:1), and like Moses they can turn the waters into 
blood (Exod 7:14–18) and strike the earth with every kind of plague (Exod 8:12). 
Further, it was a common expectation that Elijah and Moses would return before 
the end of the world.”  Mounce would later add that it was expected that Moses 
and Elijah would return to earth before the end of the earth—Mal. 4:5, Mark 
9:11, Matt. 11:14, John 6:14, John 7:40.  We must not forget that Moses and 
Elijah appeared on the mount of Transfiguration—Matt. 17:3.  


- Akin wrote this about who the two witnesses are, “God will raise up His two 
witnesses who come in power and spirit of Moses and Elijah.  They will proclaim 
His word and display His power (11:3-6).  No one will be able to harm them until 
‘they finish their testimony’ (11:7).”  Did you catch the difference in Akin’s 
response from Mounce?  Akin says that these witnesses will come in the spirit of 
Moses and Elijah.  So, Akin is not willing to say that these are actually Moses 
and Elijah but that they will come in the spirit of them.  


• Akin does give us some ideas about who these two witnesses could be:  


- “Old Testament and New Testament 


- The witnessing church


-  Witnesses in general


- “Aaron and Israel”—(not the nation but the guy)—Osborne.


-  Elijah and Enoch (Both ascended to heaven and did not enter into death)
(Hippolytus, Tertullian, adn nearly all the church fathers who followed)


-  Elijah and Moses


- “Jeremiah and Elijah”—Osborne 


-  Zerubbabel and Joshua (these men lead the Israel’s from exile) 


-  Elijah and Elisha (these men did not die but were called up to heaven) 


-  James and John 


-  Peter and Paul (Pillars of the early church)


-  Law and Prophets 
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-  Law and gospel


- “Symbols for the witnessing church like the temple, altar, outer court, and 
Holy City 


-  Israel and the church


-  Israel and the Word


-  Churches of Smyrna and Philadelphia


-  Spirit of Elijah and Moses”


• Osborne wrote, “On the basis of the details of their ministry in 11:3–6, the 
most likely background for these figures is Elijah and Moses. Like the 
Baptist, however, they will appear “in the spirit and power” of Moses and 
Elijah (cf. Luke 1:17) rather than being those personages.”


• Beale wrote, “Six reasons for this identification of the two witnesses with 
the church: (1) the two lampstands (11:4) would be two churches (1:20); 
(2) the beast “overcoming them” (11:7) points to Dan. 7:21 and the nation 
of Israel (= the church); (3) in 11:9–13 the whole world sees the defeat and 
resurrection of the witnesses, and in a first-century setting that means 
they are found throughout the world; (4) the 1,260 days links this 
prophetic witness with the church’s experiences of 11:2; (5) the 
witnessing parallels the witnessing church elsewhere in the book (6:9; 
12:11, 17; 19:10; 20:4); (6) both witnesses function as Moses and Elijah, 
so the stress is not on the individual but on the group. These are 
compelling for a symbolic function of the two witnesses but do not 
obviate the possibility that they are also individuals. The two lampstands 
point to a corporate aspect, but the two olive trees point to an individual 
aspect.”


• What do we know for sure?  We are re-affirmed that God is in control in the good 
times (1,260 days), and in the bad times (the beast rises from the bottomless pit 
and kills them).  We know that these witnesses have power and prophesy.  


- These witnesses will prophecy for 1,260 days (3 1/2 years).  Osborne wrote this 
and it was very interesting, “Throughout the book, the idea of “witness” builds 
on the model of Jesus as the “faithful witness” (1:5; 3:14) and the church as 
witnessing both verbally (12:11; 17:6) and by persevering in the midst of hard 
times (6:9; 20:4). Third, there are two witnesses because of the Deuteronomic 
demand for two (Deut. 17:6; 19:15; cf. Num. 35:30). Thus, theirs is a legal 
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ministry proving the guilt of the world before God (paralleling the forensic 
ministry of the Spirit in John 16:8–11).” 


• Interestingly enough, how do the witnesses accomplish their witness?  Their 
witness is accomplished through prophetic ministry.  This is most likely 
proclaiming the message of God to the nations.  How is our witness 
accomplished?  1.  Make disciples—Matt. 28:19-20, Mark 16:15.  2.  Through 
the guiding of Christ—John 14:6, Acts 4:12.  3. Because eternity is at stake—
John 3:16. 4. Because of Jesus and how awesome He is—John 14:21.  It is 
our service to God—Acts 20;24-27&31-32, Rom. 12;1-2, 2 Cor. 5:14-15.  5. To 
be bold for Christ—Luke 9:26.


- We know that the number of witnesses relates back to Deut. 17:6, Deut. 19:15 
which required at least two witnesses for a testimony.  Jesus uses this in His 
talking about Himself in John 7:12-20.   


• Whether that is relating to two actual people or to the two faithful churches in 
chapter 2 and 3, or even the two eras of God’s people; Israel and now the 
church.  


• These witnesses were clothed in sackcloth.  This is similar to what Elijah (2 Kgs. 
1:8) and John the Baptist (Mark 1:6) did.  “In both OT (Joel 1:8; Amos 8:10) 
and NT, sackcloth signifies mourning for the sin of the nation(s) and for the 
judgment that will result (see also on Rev. 6:12, where the sun turns “black like 
sackcloth”). It is also possible that the sackcloth was a call to sorrow for sin, as is 
sometimes the case in the OT. In Jonah 3:5–9 all the Ninevites, including the king, 
wore sackcloth to indicate their repentance and their pledge to “give up their evil 
ways.””—Osborne.   


• “A comfortable, easy-minded church has no power to stir the world either to 
salvation or to opposition.”—Morris. 
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